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Balance Plus Deluxe

British Curling Supplies have been working
over the summer months to pull together a
brochure which is full of products, supplied
from all the major manufacturers, providing
curlers in the UK a unique opportunity
to purchase any curling product on the
market from any manufacturer, from our
one stop shop facility. British Curling
Supplies have the widest product range
in Europe and even if it's not a stock item
you can be sure we will be able to get it for
you. This season we are introducing some
new and exciting items along with the tried
and tested products that have stood the
test of time yet continue to provide good
value for money.
Please enjoy scrolling through the
brochure and if there is anything you are
not sure about our experienced team will
be delighted to assist you.
Please see the contacts on the back
page of the brochure or online at www.
britishcurlingsupplies.co.uk
We have now settled into the new
premises at Kilmarnock which is proving
to be very popular, being only 30 or
40 minutes from a large number of the
rinks we are servicing the whole of the
South West of Scotland. We are currently
locating new premises in the city of
Inverness to service the North of the
country. Our links with many ice rinks and
retail shops throughout the country means
British Curling Supplies are never far from
your home.
Return service;
In these unprecedented times British
Curling Supplies are open for business
as close to normal as we can get, whilst
still ensuring the safety of our staff and
customers are uppermost in our thought
process. We really are looking forward to
welcoming all our customers to help them
prepare for their next chance to go curling.
COVID19 Information;
We have reopened our store to customers
after completing a full risk assessment and
following Scottish Government guidelines.
Please get in contact if you would like to
make an appointment.
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All leather upper with Thinsulate® Interlining for warmth
and comfort, Welted construction, available with lace
covers and plain toe design for less drag on trailing foot.
1/4” BalancePlus Slider. Width fittings avaiable
Ladies sizes 2.5-8.5
Gents sizes 6-14

Balance Plus 700 Series

New for 2020 is the 700 Series. The lightweight, flexible
and breathable sport-style curling shoe.

Available as 700 (Grippers on Both), 703 (3/16”) and 704 (1/4”)
Ladies sizes 3.5 – 7 Gents sizes 6-14

SHOES

Asham Express Ultra Lite

The Express Ultra Lite will transform your game. This
premium leather/Urethane upper with our Ultra Lite RDSTM
technology offers the perfect blend of cushioning and
stability

Goldline G50 Swagger

Available in 4 colours:

Wrapped in our IceKnit fabric, this curling shoe is
lightweight, durable, insulated for warmth and very flexible.
Features a “double gripper” design.
Ladies sizes 3.5-8.5
Gents sizes 6-14

Asham Ace Ultra Lite

Stance

Red, Lime, Blue & Grey

This sleek new design on our Ultra-Lite RDS™ comes
equipped with two 3/32” Teflon® sliding disks and two
gripper disks
Ladies sizes 3.5 – 7 Gents sizes 6-14

Features a “double gripper” design with premium rubber
gripper soles on both feet. Perfect for stick curling, on-ice
instruction, ice technicians and anyone who will not be
sliding out of the hack. Flexible upper and stable outsole for
the perfect combination of balance and mobility.

HALF SIZES

Balance Plus 400 Series

New Ultra-light, multi-compound outsole for stability while
throwing and flexibility for walking. Removable insoles for
proper fit of each foot. Velcro® attached BalancePlus 1/4”,
3/16” and 1/16” sliders. We also supply Double Gripper, flat
or split
Ladies sizes 4.5 – 9.5 Gents sizes 6-12

Asham Club Ultra Lite

This durable synthetic upper on our Ultra-Lite RDS™ sole
comes with two 3/32" Teflon® sliding disks, two gripper
disks and a slip on gripper. Ready to play and a great shoe
for curlers of all ages
Gents sizes 6-13

Ladies & Gents
shoe sizes also
available in half
size. Call or
email to check
availability

BCS SHOE SERVICE
We offer to convert your own
comfy trainers into a pair of
curling shoes. Contact us for
more infromation.

SEE PAGE 5 FOR
PODS,DISCS AND
GRIPPERS

Click and collect from your local Ice RInk service in the UK

SHOES, PODS SLIDERS & GRIPPERS

Order online at www.britishcurlingsupplies.co.uk

Goldline Slip on Slider
The black Teflon slip on slider is a durable product, most probably
appealing to clubs who want an inventory of such sliders for rentals and
casual curlers.
Slip on sliders are full length and designed to be worn over your street or
running shoe as a temporary slider.
Goldline Cyclone

Rated as speed 11, the Cyclone, with a 1/4" Teflon slider is ideal
for experienced curlers looking to maximize their slide
Flexible upper and stable outsole for the perfect combination of
balance and mobility.
Ladies sizes 3.5-7
Gents sizes 6-14

Goldline Storm

Wrapped in Goldline’s IceKnit fabric and featuring an
upgraded 5/32" Teflon slider, rated as a Speed 8.
Strategically placed indents on the toe and heel of the
slider distribute weight to the periphery, enhancing stability
Ladies sizes 3.5-6.5
Gents sizes 6-14

Tournament Pull on Gripper
- Full Sole

Goldline Gripper

The Goldline gripprt provides sure
footing on the ice and protecting
the slider off the ice.
Sizes:XS,S,M,L,XL,XXL

Full sole elastic pull on gripper
universal fit (Both left
or right feet)
Sizes:XS,S,M,L,XL,XXL

BalancePlus Gripper

Pull-on fitted black anti-sliders.
(Both left or right feet)

Goldline Quatum shoe
Gripper Discs

Goldline Fuego

Fuego shoes are rated as speed 11, with a 1/4" Teflon
slider making it ideal for curlers looking to maximize their
slide.
Flexible upper and stable outsole for the perfect
combination of balance and mobility.
Ladies sizes 3.5 – 7 Gents sizes 6-14

Goldline Azul

BalancePlus Pull on Slider
1/16" stealth pull-on slider fitted.
(Both Left or right feet).
Sizes:XS,S,M,L,XL,XXL

BalancePlus Step on Slider
Asham Disks, Sliders
and Grippers

Attaches to the shoe by way
of Velcro® Choose from:

White 1/4" Disk
White 5/32" Disk
White 3/32" Disk
Red Brick Disk

These shoes feature 3 different models,
available in Velocity, Swift and Stance
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The Quantum employs
an innovative mechanical
attachment system wherein
slider and gripper"disks" are
snapped into strategically
postioned receptacles in the sole

Wrapped in IceKnit fabric, this curling shoe is lightweight,
durable, insulated for warmth and very flexible.
Rated as speed 11, the Azul, with a 1/4" Teflon slider is
ideal for experienced curlers looking to maximize their slide

Goldline G50

Velocity- Feature a 1/4" Teflon slider, rated as
a Speed 10. Strategically placed indents on the
toe and heel of the slider distribute weight to the
periphery, enhancing stability.
Speed 10 sliders are perfect for experienced
curlers interested in maximizing theri sliding speed

Sizes:XS,S,M,L,XL,XXL

Swift- Features a 5/32" Teflon slider,
rated as a Speed 7. Strategically
placed indents on the toe and heel
of the slider distribute weight to the
periphery, enhaning stability.
Great value for the moderately paced
slide and top-of-line stability features

Sliding Tape

This hassle free sliding
tape designed for curling
clubs, is perfect for a first
time curler trying out the
sport or those out for a
corporate event.

White 1/16" Disk
Gripper Disk
Ano & Steel Disk
Sizes: S,M,L

1/16" stealth step-on sliders perfect
for instructing and clinics
Sizes:S,L

BalanPlus Slider Pods for
500 series

Slider Pods with Velcro® for 500
series Curling Shoes, Available in
8/16" and 1/4". Limited quantities
this season
Sizes:,S,M,L,XL

BalancePlus Gripper Pods
for 500 series

Gripper Pods with Velcro® for 400
& 500 Series Curling Shoes.
Sizes:S,M,L,XL

Click and collect from your local Ice RInk service in the UK

BRUSHES & HEADS

Order online at www.britishcurlingsupplies.co.uk

Silver
Ice

White Limelight Aurora
Gold

Blue
Steel

Red
Dragon

Goldline Fibrelite Broom with Air Head

The Fibrelite is a composite of 35% carbon fiber and
65% fibreglass. It is 30% lighter than traditional finreglass
brushes. Similar compostitions are found in high end golf
shafts - the objective being optimal strength with minimal
weight. Appealing graphics, high performance rotating head
and great value have made the Fibrelite the most popular
brush on the market.
Shaft sizes: 1" and 1 1/8"

WE ACCOMODATE
MOST OF THE MARKET
COMPLIANT CURLING
PADS FOR YOUR BROOM
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Goldline Carbon Fibre with Airhead

100% carbon fibre shaft - ultra light, but ultra strong, full
sliding bar for optimal stability, 360° rotation for maximum
effectiveness, revolutionary new NORWAY oval pad for
focused weight transfer and simple pad replacement
Shaft Sizes: 1" and 1 1/8"

Air Head X

The Air Head X from Goldline curling features all of the
advanced construction and materials of the Air Head.
A 16% increase in pad surface area makes this a very
effective tool when sweeping for weight. Match this Air
Head X pad with an Airway X pad for the ultimate sweeping
tool at the recreational level. You can quickly and easily
switch to the Air Pro X pad when you play in a league or
event that requires WCF compliance.

BalancePlus
LiteSpeed Brush

The lightest, fastest, most effective
curling broom
•
Patented EQ Technology
•
Only weighs 290 grams
•
Other brushes are 40-60%
heavier than LiteSpeed
•
1" diameter at the top end
provides the most compfort
for the upper hand while
sweeping or skipping.
•
1 1/8" diameter at the head
end provides more comfort for
the lower hand while brushing

•

•

The patented tapered design
reduces hand slipagge,
requiring less effort to create
down-pressure, reducing
fatigue.
Equalizer Grip Coating

Available in: Grey/Black, Grey/Blue, Grey/
Green, Grey/Neon Yellow, Grey/
Purple, Grey/Neon Pink, Neon
Yelllow/Grey, Black/Red, Red/
Black, White/Black, White/Blue,
White/Red, Chrome/Blue, Chrome/
Purple, Chrome/Red

Hardline Complete Helium
Hybrid Brush

The Composite broom with Helium
brush is the latest technological advancement targeted for recreational
curlers. The composite shaft is still
lightweight and the Helium brush head
is the lightest on the market, creating
the lightest composite/hybrid broom at
a very affordable price.

Balance Plus RS Complete Head

Attach a complete brush head to a handle to make a complete curling broom.
Features:
• LiteSpeed Capture Piece
• Bolts
• WCF approved RS eLite faceplate
• Handle attachment screw
Available in RS 7″ or RS XL 9″ sizes for desired results.
Products and/or colours may not be exactly as shown

Click and collect from your local Ice RInk service in the UK

BRUSHES , EXTENDERS, AIDS & STOPWATCHES

Order online at www.britishcurlingsupplies.co.uk

ExtendeR Scope

Crafted from light weight steel. This telescopic pole/stick
extends from 2.5' to 4.3' and has a total playing weight of
415 grams or just under one pound.
Blue or Aluminium versions available

The Arrow

T100 Tournament Delivery Stick

The Arrow ensures stability and square shoulders during
delivery. The best device in the sport of curling.
Collapsible 2 piece design for easy transportation.
Black only.

Edge Evolution

10" (250mm)Highest production
delivery device.

Aluminum shaft comes with telescopic handle and plastic
head fits all stone handles.

Hardline Complete Standard
Brush

Hardline brush handles are made with ultra
lightweight carbon fiber and come in 1-1/8”
and 1” handles. Combined with an icePad
brush, Hardline brushes are very efficient..
Hardline handles now come with the
revolutionary Power-Rib grip, the ultimate in
non-slip coatings.

Goldline Excalibre
(head only)

Fits 1" handles only

Goldline "Saber"

Deliver and sweep with the same tool. Features
tough nylon head, 1" Fibrelite handle, and proven
synthetic pad. Fits all rock handles and provides
the ultimate clean and accurate delivery. The
Saber allows the curler to remain upright while still
performing a better controlled delivery and release.
Colours: Denim Blue

Hardline Stopwatch

The Hardline stopwatch features extra large
numbers, and split times.
Precision to 1/100 second.
Laser-tuned Quartz Crystal Accuracy.

Edge Evolution

Why not call our office and see whats on
offer, or come visit us at your local pop up
shop!

8" (200mm) Same height as the rocks

List of pop ups - Dumfries, Kinross, Stirling.
- See website for dates & times.

The Shooter
Goldline Excalibre

Delivery stick comes in Fibrelite
standard length, Special request for
length and colour available.
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Olson's New Delivery Stick, The Shooter!
Complete with a fibreglass handle

Goldline Curling
Stopwatch

Provides an accurate, easy
to read, an economical
means to time rocks. The
timing function is easy to use.
Split Times.
Lanyard attached.

BlancePlus Stopwatch
•

Extra Large Display

•

Extra Shock Resistant

•
•

Cumulative Split

5 year warranty and
battery

Rockwatcher Pro

The Rockwatcher Pro is
a stone timer specifically
designed for curling. It
fastens to your brush handle
for easy access. Operation
is simple, and the numbers
are large and easy to read.

Click and collect from your local Ice RInk service in the UK

PADS, HEADS & BAGS

Order online at www.britishcurlingsupplies.co.uk
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BalancePlus WCF
Pads

Oval BalancePlus pad is
compliant with the World
Curling Federation &
RCCC Rules

The TX Pad

Very durable, best on the
market. Extremely water
proof fabric. Not too
agressive, it won't affect
the ice surface.

Goldline WCF Pad

WCF Approved Oval Pro
Curling Pad. Cetified to
meet WCF specification
and approved for use
in WCF Championships
and Events

Goldline Airway X
and Airway pad
•
•

BalancePlus WCF
Pads

eLite for Lite Speed pad
is compliant with the
World Curling Federation
& RCCC Rules

Norway Pads

A newly developed extra
firm waterproof pad
offering less resistance
on the ice surface. Due
to its unique construction,
it "polishes" rather than
breaks down ice pebble,
allowing the curler an
increased frequency
of sweeping while
expending less energy.
(Patent Pending).
Colours: Red, White,
Royal, Black, Fluorescent
Orange.

Balance Plus WCF
and Sportlite RS
Pad

Both available in
LiteSpeed 7″ or
LiteSpeed XL 9″ sizing.
WCF - WCF approved
eLite fabric replacement
sleeve.
Sportlite - SportLite
Plus is a PVC coated
version of the SportLite.
It provides a more
waterproof design that
improves stroke rate.
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•

Goldline Airhead
Pro and Airhead X
Pro Pad

The Air Pro Curling Pad
from Goldline conforms
with WCF Specifications.
WCF Approved Design.
Certified for use in WCF
Championships and
Events, and any leagues/
events that require WCF
Certified pads.
Snap fit provides
quick and easy pad
replacement.
Airhead pro pad to
fit both Airhead head
and Airhead X and
compatible with Air Head
2.0 snap-fit models.

•

New design allows
for quick and easy
pad replacement
Waterproof fabric
and lightweight
design makes the
pad more effective
and easier to push
Uses Oxford 420D,
the same fabric used
on WCF approved
products
Airway pad to fit both
Airhead and Airhead
X

Colours: Orange, Lime,
Red, Blue & Purple

Olson Synthetic
Oval Pad

Pads will fit the majority
of oval headed brushes.
Colours: Black

EQualizer brush-heads
feature less abrasive
fabrics leading to less ice
damage and the reduced
friction requires less
effort to sweep.

Hardline icePad
Replacement Cover

icePad Maxim replacement cover.
Approved for all WCF and National
events.

Hardline’s revolutionary long lasting waterproof
cover for recreational curling games made with a
secret fabric that actually lifts and eliminates frost
without damaging the pebble. These covers are
not WCF approved

BalancePlus lite Speed Travel Bag
BalancePlus Curling Broom Bags
Dimensions: Small 54" x 12 "x 7"
Large 55" x 12" x 12"

BalncePlus
EQualizer
Faceplates
We have every
Curling pad for
your broom on the
market. For more
information please
get in contact

Hardline icePad Maxim
Replacement Cover

Large (Team)
Broom Bag
•
•
•

Bag fabric is made of sturdy
600 x 600 denier nylon
Durable zipper and handles
Holds 1-8 brooms plus
accessories

Dimensions: 57" x 16.5" x 13"

Travel in style with the new LiteSpeed Travel Bag. A freestanding padded bag with wheels. Perfect for making sure
that your equipment is protected so that it arrives intact
Dimensions: 56" x 11.5" x 10.5"

Goldline Personal
Broom Bag

Head to the curling club or bonspiel in
style with the sleek and durable Goldline
Personal brush Bag. Holds up to four
brooms, plus accessories

Team individual
bags available
to suit your
needs.
Contact Frazer Shaw at

frazer@britishcurlingsupplies.co.uk

Dimensions: 51" x 9.5" x 5.5"

Colours: Black, Orange,
Red, Blue & Yellow

Click and collect from your local Ice RInk service in the UK

HATS & GLOVES

Order online at www.britishcurlingsupplies.co.uk

Goldline Platinum

The Platinum glove offers the right blend
of comfort, warmth and styling, with the
added feature of a silicone treatment
on the palm for great grip. Insultated
throughout.
Unisex XS, S, M, L, XL

Asham Element
Black Gloves

This glove offers the best in
comfort and design with a leather
palm with light padding for
superior grip.
Ladies: S, M, L, XL
Gents: S, M, L, XL

Goldline Precision Glove

Designed with strategically placed
ultra-suede and silicon padding on
palm and index finger for superior grip.
Rubborized Velcro® closure. Insulated
throughout
Ladies: S, M, L
Gents: S, M, L, XL

Goldline
Thermocurl
Curling Glove

Ultimate warmth and
premium performance.
Layered with HIPORA,
a unique polyurethane
coating that locks in
heat and shuts out
moisture and cold.
Constructed of corded
nylon and neoprene
with a micro-fleece
lining.
Ladies: S, M, L, XL
Gents: S, M, L, XL

Hardline Endurance
Gloves

The palms are made with
cowhide leather, which is more
durable than other materials and
give you a superior anti-slip grip.
Hardline™ Curling's Endurance
curling gloves also have the
added feature of a padded
palm and thumb to index finger
for blister-free comfort when
sweeping. Available with red or
blue accents.

Asham Lambskin Mitt

Leather lambskin fleece lined
mitts for comfort and warmth.
Unisex: XS, S, M, L, XL

BalancePlus Litespeed Gloves

A high performance line of gloves that
provide superior grip.
Clarino™ material in the palms wicks
moisture away from the palm and
allows for quick drying.
Ladies: S, M, L
Gents: S, M, L, XL
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BalncePlus Curling Mitt
Full Grain Leather Mitts vent
holes in palm Velcro® wrist
strap.
Unisex: XS, S, M, L, XL

Knee Pad

Designed to protect the
knee of the trousers
during delivery.

Click and collect from your local Ice RInk service in the UK

APPARELL

Order online at www.britishcurlingsupplies.co.uk

BalancePlus
Dress Style 603

48% Polyamide,
43% Cotton, and 9%
Spandex/Elastane
exterior 2 front pockets,
Standard rise - sits
at waist Relaxed fit,
19"bottom opening and
Un-hemmed.
Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL,
XXL
Available in Black

BalancePlus
Jean Style 604

48% Polyamide,
43% Cotton, and 9%
Spandex/Elastane
exterior 4 pockets, Low
rise - sits at hip Boot-Cut
fit, 19"bottom opening
and Un-hemmed.
Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL,
XXL
Available in Black

BalancePlus
Yoga Style 605

88% Polyamide, 12%
Spandex/Elastane
Smooth flat seams with
hidden waistband pocket
Relaxed fit, 19"bottom
opening.
Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL,
XXL

BalancePlus
Yoga (Slim) Style
606

88% Polyamide, 12%
Spandex/Elastane
Smooth flat seams with
hidden waistband pocket
Relaxed fit, 19"bottom
opening.
Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL,
XXL

BalancePlus
Dress Style 601

4 pockets, Standard
rise- sits at waist. Loose
fit- Modern. Pleated
Front. 19.5" bottom
opening. Un-hemmed.
Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL,
XXL

BalancePlus
Jean Style 602

4 pockets, Standard
rise - sits at waist. BootCut fit. 19.5" bottom
opening. Un-hemmed.
Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL,
XXL

Balance Plus
Litespeed Trouser

A new style of men’s
curling pants/trousers
specifically designed
to allow flexibility and
comfort for curling. A
zero-interference design
allows curlers to perform
without restriction. A
lightweight unlined fabric
allows the athlete to move
freely while staying cool.

Asham/Gents Poly
Pant

Using the traditional
cotton/poly blend, this
pant caters to curlers at
all levels who are looking
for the best in comfort ,
style and warmth. Elastic
back, belt loops and
clasp front.
Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL,
XXL

Goldline Vienna

We have incorporated yoga and curling in the new
women's Vienna trouser. Featuring mid rise and tapered
leg, Relentless support with a super-soft feel and fourway stretch construction.

Goldline Stockholm Trousers

APW Women's
Tight
Hardline Yoga
Trousers

Four-way stretch and
moisture-wicking gives
you maximum comfort
and breathability. Sizes:
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL
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Asham APW Pant

This Yoga style pant is
so comfortable its like
wearing nothing at all.
SLip into a curling pant
so comfortable you won't
want to take them off.
Sizes: XXS, XS, S, M,
L, XL
Slim & Boot

Wear this high
performance tight in
your next curling game,
designed for ultimate
freedom of movement
and comfort. Other
features include an
inside key pocket and
crotch gusset for greater
movements.
Sizes: XXS, XS, S, M, L,
XL

Goldline Sofia

Looks and works
perfectly on (and off)
the ice. The women's
Sofia is casually tailored
and features a fleece
lining for extra warmth.
Comfortable and relaxed
yet contoured enough to
be flattering
Size: S, M, L, XL, XXL

The all new stockholm pant from Goldline is
designed specifically to meet the demands
of curlers, balancing athletic performance,
warmth, style and fashion. The stockholm
also has significant stretch, moving with the
body through the most demanding slides.
The notched hem allows the pants to fit
comfortably over footwear. These pants
feature front and back pockets, standard fit
button fly and are machine washable.
Size: S, M, L, XL, XXL

Goldline Karlstad Trouser

Based on the design and cut of
Goldline’s popular Stockholm
pant, the men's Karlstad features
a stretch fabric with inner lining
for extra warmth. The fabric
has significant four-way stretch,
moving with the body through
the most demanding slides.
Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Asham APW
Supreme

Four way stretch
woven fabric for active
comfort. Double needle
construction provides
strength and durability.
Sleek zippered
utility pocket uses
innovative sonic welding
technology
Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL,
XXL

Club Jackets and Tops.
Using our own design team we can create club jackets with the clubs own
logo, a choice of colours and styles. We need a minmum quantities but this
can be negotiated in special circumstances (small clubs) a reasonible lead
time but all of it is competitively priced.
Click and collect from your local Ice RInk service in the UK

Goldline Jewellery

Curling Rocks
Notebook

Treat yourself or a friend
with 2D or 3D Necklaces
and Bracelets, or earrings.
Options available in Gold,
Silver, Pewter & Cord

192 pages, inner page is
80g paper with cardboard
cover

Cookie Cutter

Rock Cup

This Curling Rock Cup is
16oz/450ml capacity and
is BPA FREE.

Wine Bottle
Stopper

Unique, realistic looking
Curling Stone wine bottle
stopper in blue, red and
yellow.

Designer Curling
Socks

Fun gift and ideal prize.
One size.

Be the Rock Star of your
next curling event or
curling themed party witht
eh Curling Rock Cookie
Cutter! Great to cut your
pancakes, cookie dough,
sandwiches etc.

Rubber Keyring
or Fridge Magnet

1 1/4” diameter. Blue,
Red, Yellow and Green
available.

Hanging Stone
Ornament

Miniature Granite
Curling Stone

Lightweight and fun
to hang on your tree
at Christmas, mirror
or location of choice.
Available in blue, green,
red, yellow and pink.

Display in your house, or
an ideal gift or prize.
3.5” diameter.

Gift Vouchers
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The ideal present for the Curling enthussiast.
Available to buy online.
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Suppliers of:

Main Office and Curling Shop
British Curling Supplies
Plewland Farm,
Craigie,
Kilmarnock.
KA1 5NJ
United Kingdom
Telephone 01796 483750
Email – info@britishcurlingsupplies.co.uk

Barbara Morton
Operations Manager and Development
Email – Barbara@britishcurlingsupplies.co.uk
Frazer Shaw
Sales Executive for Product and Clothing
Email – Frazer@britishcurlingsupplies.co.uk

Click and collect from your local Ice Rink service in the UK.

Order Online at www.brittishcurlingsupplies.co.uk

Proud members of the
Fedeation of Small
Businesses, the UK's
leading business
organisation

